Fr. Hesburgh suggests new immigration law

By Louis Breaux

University President Father Theodore Hesburgh, who heads the national Select Commission on Immigration and Refugee Policy, recently said in a report to Congress that current immigration laws need to be tightened.

"Recently, the Commission submitted in second semi-annual report to Congress, and in it, Fr. Hesburgh expressed his and the Commission's views on immigration policy in the letter of transmission. The report also gave some of the conclusions of the Commission," Fr. Hesburgh said in the letter.

"In recent months we have received a large number of letters from people who complain that immigration is out of control...by permitting our laws to be flouted, we bring immigration policy as a whole into disrepute and...undermine the respect for law that is the foundation of a free society."

It has been estimated that at least two-and-one-half times the legally allowed number of immigrants (300,000) will enter the country this year alone because of special exceptions built into the law.

Also, the immigration laws are inequitable. There are certain areas where almost nobody comes from; and other areas where immigration is too heavy in from every year.

"There are second only to taxes in complexity," Fr. Hesburgh said. Most of the benefits of the American system to cope with illegal immigration is levied on the current immigration policy. There are at least 500,000 illegal aliens crossing into the U.S. annually in addition to the legally accepted immigrants.

Although the Commission agrees that immigration policy needs change, they do not consider completely stopping legal immigration in his letter. Fr. Hesburgh stated, "The world and the U.S. will be a much poorer place if legal immigration is cut back because we failed to gain control over illegal immigration."

Fr. Hesburgh also stated, "Our immigration policy must be responsible...We must respond as a nation, with a vision of freedom and progress, to the 'portion' of the world's striving, aspiring, exploited peoples."

"We must also be responsible to our own people, especially our poor and those who have suffered the sting of oppression in this country. We must be consistent in what we say and do in matters concerning immigration and refugees."

Fr. Hesburgh believes that legal immigration is an integral, inherent aspect of the U.S. He said, "...legal immigrants make a strong contribution to the economic and cultural well-being of the U.S. They bring renewal, commitment not just to hard work, savings and investments, but to those of values of freedom, equality, and family shared by many Americans."

"Nevertheless, Fr. Hesburgh does not believe that there will ever be a return to the nearly unlimited migration of earlier times. He said, "we will continue to be a nation which welcomes immigrants. But we cannot be the single refuge for all of the people who flee persecution or seek opportunity."

The Commission has made substantial progress in answering some of the questions before it. In regards to the illegal aliens already in the country, the Commission recommends a program to legalize them. In (continued on page 15)

Hartford issues guidelines

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Justice Department issued guidelines yesterday for FBI investigations which would in some cases allow informants to participate in crimes and would widen the bureau's ability to follow and photograph certain Americans.

The guidelines were issued by Attorney General Benjamin Civiletti, who told a news conference the FBI headquarters that they pull together policies and practices which previously had been scattered in various government manuals and policy statements but had never been presented in such detail in one place.

The guidelines say that an FBI informant in a criminal case shall be warned that his work for the FBI will not protect him from prosecution for federal state or local crimes except under specific circumstances.

The guidelines said that an FBI informant in a criminal case shall be warned that his work for the FBI will not protect him from prosecution for federal, state or local crimes except under specific circumstances.

Assistant Attorney General Philip B. Heymann, head of the criminal division, said that under the guidelines "there is a direct and complete prohibition on the solicitation by FBI agents, on an informant instigating a crime and on the types of activities that are forbidden in law enforcement by the Constitution or laws."

According to the guidelines, the FBI will not be immediately stop an informant from joining in criminal conduct where that "is necessary to obtain information or evidence for paramour protective purposes, to establish and maintain credibility or cover with persons associated with criminal activity under investigation, or to prevent or avoid the danger of serious or death or serious bodily injury" and where these needs outweigh the seriousness of the crime involved.

As an example, Heymann said that where the government found an informant going to be asked to help act a car to go to a location where he would be given instructions on how to kill a government witness, "we must got to let him steal the car and not tell the informant to stay home and let the government witness take his chances.

FBI director William H. Webster gave another example after the news conference from the case of Gary Thomas Rowe, a FBI informant inside the Ku Klux Klan in the South during the 1960s. Rowe currently faces charges in Alabama that he was involved in the 1963 slaying of Viola Liuzzo, a civil rights demonstrator from Detroit.

Webster said, "We would not have allowed Rowe to fire at Liuzzo, but we might have allowed him to fire in the air."

Civiletti said that if the FBI had an informant whose help was necessary to prosecute five murderers but who, before that, defrauded someone of $10,000, the bureau and would not have to immediately cease using the informant and turn him over to the police for the fraud.

The new guidelines cover the FBI's use of informants and confidential sources and its launching of criminal investigations of individuals and organizations. Webster said they are consistent with a proposed FBI charter still awaiting congressional action but that they are more detailed than the charter and will remain in effect even if the charter is not passed. He said additional guidelines to cover undercover operations are still being prepared.

At AMC

Convicts discuss prison life

By Cathy Domanic

In order to bring an "offbeat" reality to what he called a "sheltered" Saint Mary's College, Michael McKee, Chairman of Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work at Saint Mary's moderated an informal question and answer period last night, with prisoners currently serving time for various crimes.

The four prisoners, one of which was a former ND graduate and one a police officer, was the nation's first female governor at 58 in 1978 when she ran for secretary of state, a post she held until 1970. Known as a social and economic conservative, she often has been at odds with feminists on women's rights issues and abortion for poor women.

In a one-letter to letter to Secretary of the State Barbara B. Kennedy, Mrs. Grasso, who has never lost an election in a political career spanning 28 years.

(continued on page 4)
News Briefs
by The Observer and The Associated Press

To bolster its lagging sales, Chrysler Corp. announced an unusual plan to give buyers of most 1981 Chryslers a rebate equal to the difference between the prevailing prime interest rate and 1.25 percent. With the prime rate at most banks now at 18.5 percent, buyers would get back six months' worth of the interest they would pay if they had taken out loans to buy their cars. The rebate would be scheduled to last until Jan. 30. The plan does not apply to buyers of the new Chrysler Cordoba. As previously reported, a $250 rebate to stockholders, employees and supplier employees still applies until Dec. 31. The prime rate is the interest rate charged by banks to their best customers for short-term loans. It is not applied to consumer loans. Many analysts blame recent sharp increases in the prime rate for the November slump in car sales from an already depressed market. Sales of domestic automakers in the final ten days of November ran at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of only 5.6 million. In the previous three months, the sales rates had ranged between 6.6 million and 6.9 million. — AP

Killing a cat or a dog with the intention of eating it would be illegal in California under a bill recently introduced in the state's legislature. State Sen. Mar Garcia, R-Westminster, said he introduced the measure because of a recent incident in San Francisco where dogs were trapped by Southeast refugees who had to catch and eat the dogs. Although authorities are a kennel guard to a die of cats and dogs would be considered a misrepresentation of the chairman's rule, Sam, Ellen, is completing her medical residency requirements in the University area, and Brademas said the couple would prefer to remain in that area until her studies are completed. Many of those urging Brademas to become chairman have extremely high and perhaps unrealistic expectations about what a chairman can do immediately to strengthen the party. But the rest of the people, or groups of people, who have evidently never been visited by his friendly, peace-loving messages. Had they been, they would have been surprised by his kindness in years gone by. But today I tell you that the world does not hold then different attitudes toward each other. In this spirit then I offer the full force of the strength of M. K. for Santa Claus to consider giving the following decree:

The Salvadoran government: a copy of "Whatever happened to Peace, Love, and Understanding." The Syrian government: a more benign way of taking out their run designs, and a vocabulary that does away with the phrase "cut off the heads of the imperialist conspirators." Mao's China: the chutzpah to request the mercy of the court on account of her being a widow. 60's radical Bernadine Dohrn: a lawyer capable of simultaneously defending her and negotiating the obligatory Doublecross contract.

The Russian Politburo: Abscam "victims": the plausibility of flying reindeer (the "jet" stream theory). I have studied the gentleman's historical antecedents (his relationship to the less sophisticated St. Nicholas). And I have generally satisfied myself concerning the execution of his many duties over the course of one short night (he's an Excelent organizer). I will consider "Miracles on 34th Street" one of the w eest's greatest film achievements, with a message as relevant today as it was not long ago. — AP
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Yes, Notre Dame...

Ever since someone told me Santa Claus does not exist I have been fighting the notion. This three-year battle I have fought on many fronts: butt into department-store conversations of parents and children, the York Virgin letter from the Chicago Sun Times on street corners, and tracing the potential for genetic connection between Santa's helpers and anyone I meet under 3 ft. I have explained away innumerable times the so-called "Santa theory," used to discredit the old man everywhere he shows up at two malls simultaneously (those are: use your head. Santa can't be everywhere at once). I have proven the plausibility of flying reindeer (the "jet" stream theory). I have studied the gentleman's historical antecedents (his relationship to the less sophisticated St. Nicholas). I have generally satisfied myself concerning the execution of his many duties over the course of one short night (he's an excellent organizer). I will consider "Miracles on 34th Street" one of the west's greatest film achievements, with a message as relevant today as it was not long ago. — AP

Soviet assistance in Poland? This proposal was made by a member of the Polish Central Committee yesterday, reflecting a rise of tension in a country known immediately whether the victims died of smoke inhalation or burns. The fire came 3 days after a blaze at the MGM grand Hotel-Casino in Las Vegas, Nev., killed 84 people, injured more than 700 and caused millions of dollars worth of damage. In that fire, the alarm system failed to work properly and the casino, where the fire spread rapidly, was not equipped with sprinklers. Police said the Westchester fire erupted at about 10:20 a.m. in a three-story brick building housing a ballroom, offices and meeting rooms and was controlled less than 40 minutes later without spreading to 10 guest rooms. — AP

Mostly cloudy today and tonight with a chance of showers. Highs today in the low to mid 40s. Lows tonight in the upper 30s to low 40s. Partly sunny and warm Saturday with highs in the low to mid 50s. — AP
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And image: we suggest a Werner Erhardt seminar. — Bruce Oakley, Managing Editor

The Russian Politburo:

Truman Capote: relief from his perverse attractions in general.

The American electorate: the turkey's right wing.

Mao's China: the chutzpah to request the mercy of the court on account of her being a widow.

Soviet assistance in Poland?

The Right Wing: the Christmas turkey's left wing.

The Left Wing: the turkey's right wing.

Turkey: the ability to win it with a military government.

Norman Mailer: relief from his perverse attraction to making money off dead people.

Truman Capote: relief from his perverse attractions in general.

Afghanistan's Babak Karmal: someone who likes him besides Brezhnev.

Menachem Begin: a smile, like the old days.

Amos Sulak: a happy chanuka card from Begin.

Barry Comstock: patience. Four years is not all that long.

Jimmy Carter: one final classification of priorities.

Harambe Jordan: a just in academia where the drugs are good and the women are lovely.

Urban cowboy fashion fanatics: a bumm hump where the drugs are good and the women are lovely.

Quindel Emmons: his eternal reward, as quickly as possible. The American electorate: what they desire.

It is tough being a journalist at Christmas. In the same way that an executive remembers business associates at this time of year, so must we remember those people who have given us so much to write about. And as sure as there is a Santa Claus, the above gifts, recommended in the spirit of 34th Street theater, should prove memorable, as well as appropriate.

But it is time to stop this admittedly cynical diatribe. Even though I know God won't rest me, I have proven away innumerable times the so-called "Santa theory," used to discredit the old man everywhere he shows up at two malls simultaneously (those are: use your head. Santa can't be everywhere at once). I have proven the plausibility of flying reindeer (the "jet" stream theory). I have studied the gentleman's historical antecedents (his relationship to the less sophisticated St. Nicholas). And I have generally satisfied myself concerning the execution of his many duties over the course of one short night (he's an excellent organizer). I will consider "Miracles on 34th Street" one of the west's greatest film achievements, with a message as relevant today as it was not long ago. — AP
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Some students will go to any lengths to protect their valuables. Evidently the owner of these "watchfish" liked all ten fingers on his hands. (Photo by Tim McKeogh)

The deadline for the second drive is Sunday, December 7. Throughout the week, the section representatives from the residence halls will be collecting the money. All students are encouraged to cooperate in the second drive, to aid the financially-troubled organization.

The money collected will be distributed by CANCO to those in need. Next semester, there will be fund raising events to benefit the charity.

"We ask that the majority of Saint Mary's will donate any amount; a dollar, even a quarter, to this cause," Miss Shannon said. If this second drive is unsuccessful, there will not be another extension. Voluntary donations, however, can be taken to Donna Shannon, (448 LeMans) anytime after the December 7 deadline.

The total has already increased and expected to reach 75 percent by the end of the drive. For more information on child abuse and how your donation will be distributed, contact CANCO at 236-0937.

Right To Life holds fair

On Saturday, December 6, Right To Life will be holding Father Griffen's Children's Christmas Fair. This event will include children of the university employees, the faculty, and students. It will begin with the lighting of the tree at 8:00 in the ballroom on the second floor of La Fortune Student Center.

SUNDAY MASSES
AT SACRED HEART CHURCH

5:15 p.m. Saturday Rev. Robert Griffin, C.S.C.
9:00 a.m. Sunday Rev. Jim Shifts, C.S.C.
10:30 a.m. Sunday Rev. Peter Rocca, C.S.C.
12:15 p.m. Sunday Rev. John Fitzgerald, C.S.C.
7:15 p.m. Vespers Rev. Peter Rocca, C.S.C.

FINANCIAL AID
Full scholarships available to medical and osteopathic students.
* TUTION * ACADEMIC FEES * SUPPLIES
* TEST BOOKS * $485 PER MONTH

For information call Capt. Sam Redding or MSgt. Bob Reese Air Force Health Professional Procurement Office 317-269-8164 CALL COLLECT.
Air Force — A Great Way of Life....

Corby's

½ Price for Ladies

All Night!

Thursday Night
Ladies Night

M ARATHON

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

CAR WASH
U.S. 31 (DixieWay) North in Rockford

CARS ONLY $1.30
VANS ONLY $2.50
WITH 15 GALLON FULL SERVICE AND VALID COUPON

SPECIAL
Dec. 15, 16, 17
From
ND CIRCLE
To
CHICAGO
O'HARE

EXPRESS!
Depts 6:10 a.m.
Circle 11:15 a.m.
Arrives 2:45 p.m.
O'Hare 8:15 p.m.
256-0937.
4:50 p.m.
To Your Individual
Airline Circle*
Return
(Jan 11, 12)
Depts 9:45 a.m.
O'Hare 4:45 p.m.
(Ba and Lower Level Courtyard Circle Restaurant)
By Mack Sirk
Associated Press Writer
SAN ANTONIO, Texas — The trial of Charles Veverka is a legal and political hot potato that has been tossed all over the South by four cities trying not to get burned.

San Antonio is still juggling, but it looks likely the trial will begin here on Monday.

Veverka, 29, is a former Dade County, Fla., policeman granted immunity in exchange for testifying about the beating death of Arthur McDuffie, a black insurance investigator.

It was that testimony during which Veverka admitted taking part in the beating, involving fists, nightsticks and flashlight, which led to his indictment by a federal grand jury on civil rights charges.

The indictment came July 28, two months after the acquittal of four other former Dade County officers on charges of murder, manslaughter and being accessories after the fact set off bloody race rioting in Miami. Eighteen people died.

Veverka normally would have been tried in Miami, but racial tensions there remain high.

So the trial was moved to Atlanta, but that city, too, is troubled, especially by the slayings or disappearances of 15 black children.

The trial was shifted to New Orleans, but when four blacks were killed in a police shootout, Mayor Ernest Moral admitted that the trial be moved again.

It then travelled west to San Antonio, where, to no surprise, some city leaders are not thrilled either.

Two local black leaders personally protested to Chief U.S. District Judge William Sessions, who nevertheless set the case for trial.

"I asked (Sessions) not to accept the trial here," said city councilman Joe Webb. "There is a great potential that this trial will disrupt the generally good relations between races in San Antonio."

"The racial climate in San Antonio is, by and large, good," added Charles Hudspeth, president of the local chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

"We are getting along fine and don't need to bring in problems from Florida to get this tied up. This has the potential of turning San Antonio into another Miami," Hudspeth said.

San Antonio Mayor Lila Cockrell, however, said she believes her city is mature enough to take the trial in stride: "It wasn't overjoyed at getting the trial here, but it's something we can handle."

"All indications are that the trial will be tried in San Antonio," she said.

"We are getting along fine and will not change plans to accommodate the trial.

"But shortly after the trial was moved, New Orleans, police investigating the killing of a white officer shot and killed four black suspects in the city's largest public housing projects, asked that the trial be moved.

"We are still juggling this trial. San Antonio Mayor Lila Cockrell of Miami will preside. Conviction on all counts could carry a maximum sentence of 26 years in prison and fines of $21,500.

The charges arose from a federal grand jury probe ordered by U.S. Attorney General Benjamin Civiletti after he visited the Miami area.

Prosecutors have said other indictments would be sought.

Veverka's lawyers protested the indictment as double jeopardy and a violation of their client's immunity. Federal officials say the charges are valid because they are different than those originally lodged against Veverka by the Florida court.

Eight officers in all were accused over the Dec. 17 beating death, which prosecutors said took place after a chase which started when McDuffie ran a stop light on his motorcycle. One man was acquitted on a directed verdict from the judge after the prosecution rested.
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WASHINGTON (AP)—A weary month of captivity in Iran. Mediators on the fate of 52 U.S. hostages briefed President Carter on his two days in Algiers, Deputy Secretary of State Warren Christopher told reporters as he arrived at Andrews Air Force Base in suburban Maryland at 4:30 a.m. (EST).

"Although our answers themselves are quite short, we had a full opportunity to explain to the Algiers delegation and the Algerian foreign minister how they will work and how they will be carried out." He referred to the four conditions listed by Iran's parliament Nov. 2 for release of the hostages.

Two of the Algerians—its foreign minister how we're dealing with three different languages, different legal systems and some highly complicated financial matters," said Christopher.

Another administration official, who asked his name not be disclosed, said on the basis of past Iranian performance, it could be several days before a response from Tehran was forthcoming.

The prime subject of the experimentation has been the beetle, but Duman reports that the antifreeze proteins of spiders, wood roaches, and centipedes have also been studied. He added that cold-blooded animals could have antifreeze processes.

Duman also explained that environmental cues cause insects to "turn the proteins on and off." Temperature and photo period, which is the daily period of the sun's light can affect the insect. He said that although measurement of light is probably more constant, in the spring the insects combine both factors.

Duman suggested several ways in which medicine could benefit from a better understanding of cellular antifreeze mechanisms. Prime among these would be the free storage of blood, skin, tissue, sperm or even body organs.

Contending that "literally millions of dollars of blood are thrown away each year" Duman said that antifreezes could bring about a better and less expensive mode of storage.

An agricultural application of the antifreeze experiments could produce what Duman called cold-tolerant crops, plants which would not be so vulnerable to growing season frosts.

Prof studies insect antifreeze

By Mike O'Brien

Staff Reporter

Biology professor Jack Duman, spearheading a Notre Dame research program on natural antifreeze processes in insect cells, said his team has "almost purified" an enzyme which enables cells to keep from freezing.

The study of antifreeze proteins could benefit the fields of medical science and food production.

US awaits response

WASHINGTON (AP)—A weary month of captivity in Iran. Mediators on the fate of 52 Americans now in their 14th month of captivity in Iran. Christopher returned to Washington just before dawn yesterday and, after a short nap, went to the White House to report on his two days in Algiers.

Christopher was briefing to Algerian foreign minister how we're dealing with three different languages, different legal systems and some highly complicated financial matters," said Christopher.
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Christopher was briefing to Algerian foreign minister how we're dealing with three different languages, different legal systems and some highly complicated financial matters," said Christopher.

Another administration official, who asked his name not be disclosed, said on the basis of past Iranian performance, it could be several days before a response from Tehran was forthcoming.
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The prime subject of the experimentation has been the beetle, but Duman reports that the antifreeze proteins of spiders, wood roaches, and centipedes have also been studied. He added that cold-blooded animals could have antifreeze processes.

Duman also explained that environmental cues cause insects to "turn the proteins on and off." Temperature and photo period, which is the daily period of the sun's light can affect the insect. He said that although measurement of light is probably more constant, in the spring the insects combine both factors.

Duman suggested several ways in which medicine could benefit from a better understanding of cellular antifreeze mechanisms. Prime among these would be the free storage of blood, skin, tissue, sperm or even body organs.

Contending that "literally millions of dollars of blood are thrown away each year" Duman said that antifreezes could bring about a better and less expensive mode of storage.

An agricultural application of the antifreeze experiments could produce what Duman called cold-tolerant crops, plants which would not be so vulnerable to growing season frosts.
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Fr. Pasquerilla, born September 4, 1926, into a poor immigrant mining family, learned at an early age the value of hard work. As a fifteen-year-old, he was a breadwinner for his family, and later graduated from Johnstown High School.

During World War II, he went to Philadelphia and began work as a quartermaster. He was later to work with the Pennsylvania State Highway Department, learning some engineering and accounting. In 1951, he became a payroll clerk at Crown Construction, Co., in Johnstown.

Ten years later, he owned the company. Under Pasquerilla's stewardship, Crown Construction, later to become Crown American Corporation, has become the 18th largest mall and motel developer in the country. Crown American, with an estimated worth of $300 million, now owns the chain of Hess's department stores which are located in Pennsylvania and Maryland. This climb, however, has not changed Pasquerilla.

According to his friends, Frank Pasquerilla is the same as he was before his business success. A type of fellow, according to one, who can fly around in a Lear jet, yet not be above pushing stranded cars out of the snow.

Pasquerilla has long been a civic leader. He served as President of the Pennsylvania Jaycees and Vice President of the United States Jaycees. Pasquerilla has served as a trustee for the University of Pittsburgh and St. Francis College. In addition, he has received honorary degrees from institutions of Italy and Israel.

Pasquerilla and his wife Sylvia reside in Johnstown with their children Mark and Leah. Mark is a senior majoring in government at Notre Dame, and he lives off campus.

Mark recently expressed his feelings about Pasquerilla East and West. According to Mark, the administration wanted his father's name on the buildings to be a symbol of the contributions of the Italian-Americans to the Catholic community.

In his early days in Johnstown, Frank Pasquerilla met with anti-Italian and anti-Catholic feeling. Everything that Pasquerilla did was almost a break-through to the Italian-Americans. Mark refers to his father as the "Italian-Catholic Jackie Robinson is the only university with "a Catholic learning center. In regard to Mark's feelings about a chance to become a great "Italian-Catholic Jackie Robinson is the only university with "a Catholic learning center. In regard to Mark's feelings about a chance to become a great "Italian-Catholic Jackie Robinson is the only university with "a Catholic learning center. In regard to Mark's feelings about a chance to become a great "Italian-Catholic Jackie Robinson is the only university with "a Catholic learning center. In regard to Mark's feelings about a chance to become a great "Italian-Catholic Jackie Robinson is the only university with "a Catholic learning center. In regard to Mark's feelings about a chance to become a great "Italian-Catholic Jackie Robinson, the University will have to be able to house an additional 500 women, as of this June.

This dream-come-true for the administration comes from a man whose life seems to be the realization of the "American Dream."

Frank Pasquerilla met with anti-Catholic community. He served as a trustee for the Johnstown Area United States Jaycees. Pasquerilla has said, "I see in Notre Dame qualities so far beyond my comprehension, about what this institution can mean to our future."

In recognizing Pasquerilla's feelings, Father Hesburgh once said that the donation was "rooted in an extraordinary sense of stewardship on the part of a man who knows an obligation of wealth is service."

"When the donation was originally made, Pasquerilla was described as an "anonymous donor". He was heaviest, to some degree, of having his name placed on the buildings. In a news conference held on December 7th of last year, Pasquerilla said, "I wanted to give during my lifetime, when I can see the fruits of it...and see other people enjoying it. But I feel funny about a building having my name while I'm still living." Pasquerilla was quick to quip, though, "...on the other hand, there are too many buildings with Irish names on this campus."

**Theatre sponsors production**

The Notre Dame/Saint Mary's Theatre third major production. \[Knock at the Door\] by Sean O'Casey is a dramatic comedy. The production is a theatrical form known as Reader's theatre and is directed by Frederic Syburg. Syburg explained that Reader's theatre is "a traditional drama in that it is the interpretation of text rather than the representation of an action. The actors are seated on stools with the text present, and the production focuses on the actual "telling" of the story. Curtain time is 8 p.m. in Washington Hall.
Dorothy Day: Simple but rare service

Colman McCarthy

Whether it was a young millionaire named John F. Kennedy who came to see her (in 1943) or one of the starving, she exuded authenticity. It was so well known that Dorothy Day lived among the poor — shared their table, stood in their line-endured the daily insecurity — that the Catholic Worker became known as the one charity in which contributions truly did reach the poor. It is located at St. Joseph’s House, 36 E. First, New York 10003.

"It is a strange vocation to love the destitute and dissolute," Miss Day wrote a few years ago. She was an all-too-few who will consider themselves servants, who will give up their lives to serve others.

As a religious person who prayed daily — Mass and Communion, the Psalms, the Rosary — Dorothy Day used her faith as a buffer against burnout and despair. Tiringly, it will have to be taken on faith that her life of service made a difference. She issued no progress reports on neighborhood improvement, summoned no task forces on how to achieve greater efficiency on the daily soup line. Nor did she ever run "follow-up studies" on whether the derelicts of the Bowery renounced their drunken and quarrelsome ways. As her favorite saint, Theresa of Lisieux, taught, "we believe the poor are saved, and who wants them anyway?"

That was from the June 1946 issue of The Catholic Worker newspaper, a monthly that has been a voice of pacifism and justice since the days of its founding. Dorothy Day was carried along an impoverished block to a Catholic church for a bouiliated Mass, the local destination was as unbelievable as ever. The jobless and homeless are out in the streets that the "Holy Mother City," as Miss Day called it, makes no pretense of even counting them. It may be just as well. Counters get in the way when there is soup to be made. Even worse, getting too close to the government means a trade-off that Miss Day resisted mightily in both word and action. The beliefs she held in solidarity, as she put it, "and as pacifists and philosophical anarchists, we don't."

Because she served the poor for so long-hand with such tirelessness and dedication, she had a national constituency of remarkable breadth. She was more than merely the conscience of the Left. She was a saint. These were the "underprivileged," a term used with mock ridicule.

Saint Mary's Security: A new set of hangers for their office, to replace the old bent ones.

Dr. John Duggan: A golden tower so that Saint Mary's can finally outshine Notre Dame.

Kathleen Rice, (Dean of student affairs). More violations of Saint Mary's party regulations so that she will have something to do with herself during the year.

Seniors deserve praise

Dear Editor,

Your tribute to the seniors on this year football team was definitely a approgum. No one deserves more credit for this year's success than the seniors who provided the needed leadership for such a young team. Certainly, all those listed were deserving seniors; however, all the deserving seniors were not listed. We feel that your overlooking of two senior members of the squad, Tom Kornick and Bolo "Rocky" Bleyer, you failed to pay tribute to those who certainly deserve it as much as any.

Admittedly, it was the Jimstones, Pete Holohan, and John Hunkers who continually made the headlines, but it was the "Rocky" Bleyers and Tom Kornick who encouraged their fellow seniors to reach their potentials. It can't be denied that Tom and "Rocky" are givers, while combining for a total of seven years of football under the Golden Dome, they logged a mere forty seconds in game time. While that does not qualify them for acknowledgment, it means that Tom and "Rocky" are the most selfless of all.

Bob Crable

John Scully

Garry Trudeau

COMMUNE, BURNMAN, "A SERVING MAN TO ALL COME TO ME."

GNOME, GLUTEN, "YEAH, GLOOM AND DOUR.

COMBINE, BURNMAN, "AND A CONVERSATION.""
Reagan inherits paper jungle

WASHINGTON

According to the reports I hear, their year ago and the new Reagan people are working smoothly to make the transition. You don't find the bitterness which has been pres- ent in the past and other administrations. In many cases I have seen a happy turn over the reigns of government to the Reagan people.

I dropped in on one of the departments there and the Carter appointee was briefing a Reagan lieutenant on what to expect. The answer, of course, is not simple. It requires some extremely thorough library research, on which unfortunately I did not have much time to spend. Well, one fact is very obvious. The faith must have been established a long time ago because of its deep roots in many multiracial Asian countries and its development as the major religion in countries like Papua, New Guinea, the Philippines, and Tahiti. Having been born and spent more than half of my life as part of this world, I decided to trace the unusually deep roots of the Roman Catholic faith there. I would like very much to share my somewhat interesting findings, though few, in this short essay. Spend a minute reading it. There is a whole lot of surprising general knowledge found here which serves as ideal dinner table conversation.

Believe it or not, Christianity came to Asia as soon as it was born. There is absolute truth in this statement. Proof: the remains of St. Thomas lie in a cathedral just outside Madras, India. How on earth did he end up in India? After the death of Jesus, St. Thomas got on a boat headed for Persia and traveled the opposite way. You would look up "Super Train" in the blue cabinet. We have photos of Japanese trains, French trains, German trains, and Soviet trains. If you wonder what is the point of looking up cost of laying new tracks for Super Train, here is a prototype of a new air-conditioned vehicle that others would seat eighty people and machines every block along the route or the dogs will refuse to work. Here is a dog sled that the president could implement? "I think the monorail folder is where in Philadelphia. "Gov. Reagan is against buses. "That isn't true. We've given the monorail a chance. "That's ridiculous. What about monorails? Gov. Reagan was vs. photo of the Iberian people for a two-mile ride. The new converts. At the same time, the king of the Philippines swore fealty to Spain and agreed to adopt the Roman Catholic faith. In 1542, St. Francis Xavier preached the Gospel in Goa, India, and proceeded to the spice islands. He died in 1552 on his way to China. From the 17th century onwards, the missionaries have penetrated almost all of Asia and the lesser-known Pacific islands.

Conversions are increasing rapidly. However, up to this day, the rise of nationalism throughout this part of the world causes a mistrust of Christians who are often seen as part of the colonial system. How do I conclude such an essay? I think I found myself in a jam. Let me refer you to the Acts of the Apostles for some divine help. "When the day of Pentecost came it found the brethren gathered in one place. Suddenly from up in the sky there came a noise like a strong, driving wind which was heard all through the house where they were seated. Tongues as of fire appeared which parted and came to rest on each of them. All were filled with the Holy Spirit. They began to express themselves in foreign tongues and make bold proclamations as the Holy Spirit prompted them." (Acts 2:1-11) Faith in God is widespread. The people in this then-secluded part of the world are enjoying the faith and trying to follow in the footsteps of those ever-devoted missionaries who left both their physical and spiritual wealth behind. All the power to the missionaries!

Victor Lee
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It's getting older, getting better

By Kelly Sullivan
Women's Sports Editor

At South Bend in October. At Los Angeles in December. Whenever it's played, wherever it's played, a Notre Dame—Southern California showdown is college football at its best.

This is the match-up in which a school can expect to be swept off its feet. The score line has been 7-7 the last three games and the dropping point total is a measure of the seriousness of this rivalry. Notre Dame fans always feel a little uneasy about the Trojans, ranked No. 18, then the Fighting Irish would appear to have equally good reason. The fact that this game marks the final renewal of one of the finest rivalries in all of college football will be enough to motivate both sides. The Irish will be trying to average last season's 42-23 loss at Notre Dame Stadium, and the Trojans will be trying to avoid a third straight loss by winning this "bowl game," and finish their season with an 8-2-1 record.

The difference between the two schools lies in one very minute fact — that No. 2 rating that belongs to Notre Dame. The Irish are very much in contention for the national championship, that goal towards which every college football team in the country armed back in August, but which few still sport today. And if that wasn't enough, the Irish will be trying to keep a dream of repeating itself when, in 1964 a 20-17 Trojan upset in the Los Angeles Coliseum prevented a previously unbeaten Notre Dame team from capturing that same national championship they are currently pursuing.

"This is one of the great rivalries in college football," said Irish coach Dan Devine before leaving for the fun and the sun of the West Coast. "This is traditionally the one game in the country that everyone looks at. Normally, the national championship is at stake, and I think in our case it's certainly true this year. This game can make their season, and they are certainly aware of that.

"Also, Southern Cal doesn't lose three straight games very often. I didn't really continue, 'and I'm sure they have no plans to do it now. They will be waiting for us and we know it. Their losses the last..."

\[continued on page 16\]

By M ark Hannakula
Sports Writer

If incentive is going to be the determining factor in tomorrow's battle between second-ranked Notre Dame and the University of Southern California Trojans, ranked No. 18, then the Fighting Irish would appear to have an edge.

The fact that this game marks the 22nd renewal of one of the finest rivalries in all of college football will be enough to motivate both sides. The Irish will be trying to average last season's 42-23 loss at Notre Dame Stadium, and the Trojans will be trying to avoid a third straight loss by winning this "bowl game," and finish their season with an 8-2-1 record.

The difference between the two schools lies in one very minute fact — that No. 2 rating that belongs to Notre Dame. The Irish are very much in contention for the national championship, that goal towards which every college football team in the country armed back in August, but which few still sport today. And if that wasn't enough, the Irish will be trying to keep a dream of repeating itself when, in 1964 a 20-17 Trojan upset in the Los Angeles Coliseum prevented a previously unbeaten Notre Dame team from capturing that same national championship they are currently pursuing.

"This is one of the great rivalries in college football," said Irish coach Dan Devine before leaving for the fun and the sun of the West Coast. "This is traditionally the one game in the country that everyone looks at. Normally, the national championship is at stake, and I think in our case it's certainly true this year. This game can make their season, and they are certainly aware of that.

"Also, Southern Cal doesn't lose three straight games very often. I didn't really continue, 'and I'm sure they have no plans to do it now. They will be waiting for us and we know it. Their losses the last..."

\[continued on page 16\]
On Irish career

Devine remembers and reflects

It is a cold Monday morning, snow coyly threatening, and the Morris Inn has long been emptied of the multitudes of millionaires who inhabit its over-priced accommodations every weekend. In the Notre Dame football team's practice rooms at home, in fact, the only sign of life in the hotel restaurant is a waiter searching for something to do and a hostess who looks as if she'd rather be anywhere but here.

"Will this table be alright, Coach?" the hostess asks. Dan Devine sits down and holds up his fork for his wife, Jo. "I have to warn you," Devine smiles as he takes the seat next to his wife. "I'm a big breakfast eater." His order of pancakes, eggs—sunny side up—ham, orange juice and coffee makes one wonder how he maintains his reasonably thin figure.

This meal makes up for the many he misses," Jo Devine explains.

***

November 13, 1976

SOUTH BEND — Safety Jim Browner intercepted a Jeff Rutledge pass in the endzone with 4:17 to play, setting up a 21-18 Notre Dame victory over Alabama today. The victory gave Dan Devine's squad a 7-2 season record. It was Notre Dame's third victory over the Crimson Tide in as many meetings.

***

When breakfast finally arrives, Devine and his wife are well into reminiscing about their career at Notre Dame that will come to term on January 2. Then Devine will continue to reside in the Sugar Bowl against Georgia — his fourth bowl appearance in six seasons.

"I really love Notre Dame," he says emphatically. "I realize that every place and every person has faults but when we leave here, we'll have faith for the life ahead."

"I definitely believe Dan would do it all over again," adds Mrs. Devine. "Both of us are looking forward to spending a little time together but there is no doubt that we will miss the friends we've made and the experiences we've enjoyed."

Neither Devine or his wife are saying whether they would continue to reside in the area.

"I guess that depends on a lot of things," Devine says with a smile.

***

October 22, 1977

SOUTH BEND — Quarterback Joe Montana passed for 167 yards and two touchdowns to lead Notre Dame to a 49-19 victory over the University of Southern California. The Fighting Irish surprised a capacity crowd and a national television audience as well as their opponents when they came out for introductions drenched in Kelly-green and gold. It was the first time Notre Dame wore green, instead of the traditional blue and gold, since 1965.

"I definitely feel it is the top of the coaching profession," Devine says as he signals for a second cup of coffee.

"But the funny thing is, I never set out to reach the top. That was never one of my goals."

"And I think that's the reason I remained honest."

Winning, conjures Devine, is an inadequate criteria for measuring success.

"That's the reason there is so much cheating in this business," he adds. "Coaches are put in a position where they're told 'Win or lose, they feel they have to do it to keep their jobs.'"

He is quick to point out that that is not the case at Notre Dame.

"In 1963, Notre Dame was looking for a football coach and I came to South Bend to meet with Father Hesburgh and Father Joyce," he remembers. "They did not offer me the job because they knew I had just signed a contract at Missouri. Basically, we did spend some time exchanging ideas about the future of collegiate football."

"They told me that they were looking for a coach who could run a competitive program that emphasized the right things: education, honesty and winning fairly."

"I really feel there's a certain pride in doing well and doing it properly," Devine says. "I get a chance to meet a lot of the high school players Dan recruits and I've always felt that the athletes you recruit honestly will do things for you that illegally-recruited players will not."

She looks at him and he looks at her.

"Eve has been with us longer than most of the high,

***

January 2, 1978

DALLAS — Notre Dame claimed college football's mythical national championship today at the Oil Bowl in Texas分解的-0-10, 38-10, by outclassing Texas in the Cotton Bowl. The Fighting Irish victory over the Longhorns, Heisman Trophy winner Earl Campbell was held to 116 yards on 20 attempts by the Fighting Irish defense.

"The colleges that have contacted me since I announced my resignation have all told me the same thing," Devine continues.

(continued on page 12)

Frank LaGrotta

University of Notre Dame

Notre Dame, Indiana

Rex Baxter

Rex Baxter Book

December 1, 1980

No. The Notre Dame Sports Book

"It's very much a date book. I always try to thank you for all your contributions to the Notre Dame football program. I'm really pleased to have a chance to put it in your hands on this date because today we celebrate the date which in 1963, Notre Dame's great coach, Lou Holtz, and I made the first contact with Notre Dame."

The Year Anniversary... (continued on page 13)
Zettek, Scully-1st team All-Americans

By Armand Kornfeld
Sports Writer

Failure every now and then is good. It gives a person a taste of reality, and it teaches a person not to give up, no matter how hopeless the situation appears to be. If I've learned anything at Notre Dame, that's it — not to quit.

The thoughts and words belong to John Scully, starting center and co-captain for the Irish football team, and, to hear his story, one cannot doubt he knows what he is talking about. It all began in 1976 when Scully arrived at fall practice as a freshman. During the course of the early sessions he tore ligaments in his right ankle and was out for the season. The saga had begun.

His sophomore season was spent on the prep squad — that group which spends all week preparing the team for Saturday's game and then spends Saturday watching. At the time, Scully was playing offensive tackle, and was thought to lack the power necessary to excel at that position. As easy as it would have been, Scully did not give up. In fact, he turned the experience to his advantage. "I thought I developed myself as a football player more than any other time in my career," he recalls.

His spring performance seemed to support his opinion, as he moved up to starting center and seemed on the verge of realizing his potential. Unfortunately, he tore ligaments in his knee, was forced to have surgery and spent the summer at home in rehabilitation.

Offensive line coach Brian Boulac recalls his thoughts at the time: "We really weren't anticipating him coming back and being able to play that next fall." Scully's doubts were pleasantly surprised. Not only did he return, but he returned in shape and ready to play. He was the second string offensive tackle his junior year, playing in six games. All-America center Dave Huffman graduated, but at last he has established himself — not only as a great football player, but also an outstanding person. Perhaps Dan Devine put it best when he said of his star center, "He can be anything he wants to be.

"All those who know John Scully have no doubts, for he has tasted failure without being defeated."

Sarah Zavagnin and Joe Rudzinski. He has won the AP Midwest Player of the Week award three times. He is all-American defensive end Scott Zettek.

"I think I play with a great deal of intensity," says the Sorin Hall resident who is talking. "I play as intensely or maybe even more intensely than most any player I know. Most players who come to Notre Dame are great athletes, but what separates the first string from the second is that great intensity.

"I play full-out every play, and I don't worry about the next. Most players play not being aware, as I am, that every play may be their last."

"Why should Zettek worry about his last play ever? He's young (22), he's obviously talented, and he's healthy."

"But 'healthy' has not always described Zettek's physical shape during his Notre Dame tenure."

The 6'5, 245-pound, converted defensive tackle has been plagued with knee problems. Both knees have required surgery, caused considerable pain, and given rise to speculation as to his future in football.

"I don't think I'm in any more danger than any other player," says the Elk Grove Village, Ill., native. "I don't think of it as a handicap."

Zettek, a psychology major, does admit that the knees occasionally feel numb, "quipping, "If you want to know when it's going to rain, just give me a call." The St. Viator High School graduate is not worried about his future in football, despite the injuries which sidelined him during the 1978 season.

"Based on my performances against people currently in the NFL and those this year of pro caliber, I feel I have proved I can make it in the pros." Playing a full year at the caliber I have been following, I say before each down that I'm going to have a great play. No matter what it takes, I'm not worried about his future in football, despite the injuries which sidelined him during the 1978 season.
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**The memories of the 1977 national championship will last a lifetime,** he sighs. **Of course, the Cotton Bowl win over Houston was great as well. Moore says it was the greatest he's ever seen and he's seen quite a few.**

**"People sort of think I do my best coaching in big games... I guess we have won a few of them."

---

**SOUTH BEND — Harry Oliver's 51-yard field goal with no time remaining lifted the Fighting Irish to a 29-27 victory over Michigan today at Notre Dame Stadium. Oliver's boot, the second longest in Notre Dame history, raised Notre Dame's season record to 2-0 after its 31-0 win over Purdue on the season opener.**

**"We'll do it off a pretty good start," said Coach Devine afterwards. "But we've still got a long way to go."

---

**"I'd have to say another coaching job is very unlikely at this point because I'm still thinking about this season," Devine points out. "The reasons I give for my resignation back in August are still valid now. I'm really looking forward to spending some time with my family. Coach really has little time for much else than football."

Still, Devine claims, another job is not out of the question. **"I am in great health," he smiles. "Better than I was six years ago. And there isn't a coach in the country that works more hours than my staff and I."

**Mrs. Devine nods enthusiastically on this one. "I hate to be secretive," he adds "but I just have to wait and see. All I'm worried about right now is Southern Cal and then Georgia."

---

**November 15, 1980**

**BIRMINGHAM — The Notre Dame defense put on an inspired effort before a national television audience and a sell-out crowd at Birmingham's Legion Field as they blanked a tough Alabama squad 7-0. The victory, Notre Dame's fourth over the Crimson Tide in four games, pushed Irish Irish to 6-3 and record an invitation to play undefeated and top-ranked Georgia in the Sugar Bowl on New Year's Eve.**

**The plaque presented to Dan Devine by the seniors on his last Notre Dame football team reads: To Coach Devine**

"What we have, we have. What we don't give, we've lost forever. Thank you for showing us how to give and for all we now have.

"I'd do it all over again in a second..."

---
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**NEW ORLEANS —**

---

**Grid Picks 1980**

Hail Mary, full of grace, The girls want Sally To see someplace!

---
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Hail Mary, full of grace, The girls want Sally To see someplace!
To bows and snow and mistletoe
All childlike minds like mine may go
While winter wonders splinter summer dreams.
The noise and toys! All girls and boys
Await in bliss such Christmas joys.
And how the children, now until then, beam!

Now hand in hand we turn and stand
To greet the wondrous Son of Man
Beneath the star that hovers in the East.
O babe away in manger lain
Be ever blessed this Christmas Day,
As thou art God of Love and Prince of Peace.

"Pull me the hell up, you fools!"

"You're gonna regret this, kid!"

"Maybe the perm wasn't such a good idea."

"I wish me a Merry Christmas
I wish me a Merry Christmas
I wish me a Merry Christmas
And a Happy New Year!"
LETTERS TO A LONELY GOD

Episolate From The Gilliad

Rev. Robert Griffin

On December 17, 1979, Darbatius (Secondus) O’Gill, the second D O’G., sometimes referred to as D-2, heir to the traditions of the epic hero pup O’Gillamnes, or D-1, is a year old. On December 17, the Church singse some of the Great Antiphons of Advent: “O Wisdom, O Holy Word of God, you govern all creation with your strong yet tender care. Come and show your people the way to salvation.” The distance is infinite from “O Wisdom” to “O Gill”; but even the lowest creature born in the season of Our Saviour’s birth can show some of the people. Sometimes I will hurt him or neglect him; I will be disappointed at not having his way. I will be easy in giving him food, but the cold will leave creatures, tamed to belong to us, to find their own way alone through the dangerous hour of your deliverance will be comforted, be comforted, my puppy; have owned a dog, you would have tamed him. St. Exupery, in The Little Prince, says that we become responsible for the creatures we tame. Clean breaks are only dimly definable if we leave creatures, tamed to belong to us, to find their own way alone. I don’t say it was a sign, but my friend took it as a sign. For five minutes, he murmured words to the dog as though they were talking. “Darby stole June’s hat,” he said, “I guess I should bring it back to her.”

“Darby must judge him,” I thought, because I saw him hugging another girl. I wouldn’t think it’s my business if he got caught in the act of moving around. I couldn’t ask him if his intentions were serious. I couldn’t tell him, “She’s in love with you.” All I can say is, “He’s careful.” Because you doubt, whether you love her or not. Be careful, because you’ve let her need you. You’ve let her come close to you.

You’ve let her walk with her hand in your hand; for important moments of this present time of yours. A dog shoppers, when you leave him behind. A dog cries, when the door is closed between you and you, can suffocate you with guilt. Human beings, left behind, try to keep the hurt inside; the effort to be pologant as though they were whispering.

She came back into Darby’s Place again, while we were still talking. She kept close to the door, trying to get his attention, I think with the pain on her face. Finally, he went over and spoke to her. In ten seconds, she left, having grasped of pain on air as do people when they’ve lately wept. He came back to me, she seemed to hear me, the ender of his exile, the basket case. “How?” I said. “I couldn’t get any work done while she was sitting there,” he said. “I sent her away.”

I thought of my dog, Darby O’Gill III, sitting by my chair as I read, waiting with his ears for me to play with him. I would feel more comfortable if he was checking bones. One hates being needed by a creature. Yet the creature has feelings one cannot ignore, if he has to move himself to be depended upon.

“You know how it is,” he said, “when somebody’s watching you across the table. She makes you talk, whether you want to or not. We’ve run out of things to say.”

You also have to talk to cocker spaniels. You talk to them, rub their heads, and scratch their ears. Then you find them a toy to keep them busy until you are ready to take them for a walk. You don’t tell them: “Go away, because I’m busy.”

She was alone and lonesome, and embarrassed at being seen by herself. She had often come into Darby’s Place on the arm of a student boyfriend, or around, not wanting to be noticed. If I had been her “here’s your friend!”, it would have bothered her; it was obvious that she didn’t want to talk. I just watched her drift through the room, in one door and out the other, like a sight-seer restless with a feeling of not belonging.

Five minutes later, I saw her friend, sitting on a couch, her arm slung around the shoulders of another girl. “She must have seen him,” I thought. “She probably came in, checked to see if he was here, and she saw him with another girl.” I wondered if she was off around, not wanting to be noticed. If I would have looked for her, I would have bothered her; it was obvious that she didn’t want to talk. I just watched her drift through the room, in one door and out the other, like a sight-seer restless with a feeling of not belonging.

You’ve let her come close to you. You’ve let her need you. You’ve let her walk with her hand in your hand; for important moments of this present time of yours. A dog shoppers, when you leave him behind. A dog cries, when the door is closed between you and you, can suffocate you with guilt. Human beings, left behind, try to keep the hurt inside; the effort to be pologant as though they were whispering.

She came back into Darby’s Place again, while we were still talking. She kept close to the door, trying to get his attention, I think with the pain on her face. Finally, he went over and spoke to her. In ten seconds, she left, having grasped of pain on air as do people when they’ve lately wept. He came back to me, she seemed to hear me, the ender of his exile, the basket case. “How?” I said. “I couldn’t get any work done while she was sitting there,” he said. “I sent her away.”
conjunction with such a program to stem the flow of new illegal immigrants.

Some ideas to thwart this flow of illegal immigrants are to bolster the economic situation in the country from which they come and to make it impossible for them to get a job in the U.S.

The Commission also believes that the immigration laws should reflect the national interest. Such a provision would be an ongoing committee that would consider the economic and social situation in the U.S. and decide whether to raise or lower the quota of immigrants. The Selective Commission is deciding on a figure between 500,000 to a million annually for the quota.

The goals that the Commission has in revising the Immigration and Nationality Act will be the reunification of families, the playing of a responsible role in the world, the strengthening of the country, the reform of our laws to make them clear and equitable, and their firm, steady enforcement.
Mary D’s troops aim for first win

By Kelly Sullivan
Women’s Sports Editor

Mary DiStanislao’s crew is still in search of its first victory of the young season. After experiencing defeat in each of its two previous outings, Notre Dame’s women’s basketball team will get another opportunity to put a notch on the left side of its won-lost ledger when it hosts Concordia (Nebraska) Saturday afternoon at 4 p.m. for anyone not interested in the Southern Cal-Notre Dame football showdown.

The Bulldogs are a first time opponent of the Irish, returning two starters off last season’s 7-17 campaign. The women to watch will be 5-8 guard Susan Ciesi, averaging 12.2 points per contest, and 5-6 guard Cindy Balzac, scoring at a 10 ppg. clip.

Sophomore Jan Crowe continues to lead Notre Dame offensively, leading her teammates in the scoring department after the first two games. The 6-0 forward is scoring at a 13.5 points per game average, while grabbing eight rebounds per outing as well.

Also averaging in double figures for Notre Dame is senior forward Shari Matvey with a 10 ppg. mark.

Without doubt, this is one of the most encouraging factors of Notre Dame’s season thus far, the team’s ability to make most of the offensive stunts presented by their opponents.

Tricia McNamara, Shari Matvey and Mary Conway are really coming around for us at forward, and that’s very important to our success,” said the first year coach.

DiStanislao has the luxury of having more of her two scholarship players, freshmen Jenny Klauke and Mary Jo Furse, besides the Lakeshore couple.

Klauke, a 5-9/2 out of Glenview, Ill., has chipped in seven and six points, respectively, in each of her first two collegiate contests.

I think once Jenny gets a few games under her belt she’ll become more and more consistent, and we’ll get a good idea of just how talented she is,” notes DiStanislao.

Forbes is getting ready to make her Notre Dame debut.

The 5-10 guard has been sidelined much of this season due to a knee injury, but is expected to enter the lineup early for the final contest.

The pre-game talk in the locker room and in the press box has been of stopping the USC Trojans attack, the first freshman to do so since the early 1950’s. He has completed 48 of 119 passes thus far for 531 yards. USC is currently the nation’s second leading passing offense ahead of Notre Dame’s 317.9 yards a game.

I think the USC Trojans are very dangerous because of their quickness and their ability to string out pitch sweeps and attacking the passer. But we are not going to be intimidated by them,” says Devine.

I think we’re going to have to pass against us. If we have a good pass rush, we are going to win,” added Devine.

Robinson. “I think our team is stimulated by the turn of events.”

He knows that being smoked by a power team like USC isn’t the end of the world. “I think our team is enough to inject Devine’s charges with sports career. There’s nothing like a Notre Dame-USC game when it comes to defeating in each of its two previous seasons. In search of its first victory of the young campaign, the teams have always been closer than the final score indicated.”
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Carter spearheads Irish attack

By Mike McGarry

The Notre Dame football team that invades the Los Angeles Coliseum Saturday noon to play USC will be a very different one than most pre-season "experts" had forecast. At 5-0, the Irish stand at No. 1 on the season and have a Sugar Bowl showdown with Georgia in the not too distant future. To be sure, the 1980 Irish have come a long way since the practice two-a-day practices in late August when Sports Illustrated excluded them from a spot in their Top 25. The defense, as everyone who has seen a game this year knows, has been outstanding. To win as the Irish offense has been no game in the country and tailback Phil Carter.

American and therefore heavily recruited to play college football, but Phil realizes there is life beyond football.

"I chose Notre Dame because they had more to offer than just athletics and they were the most honest with me," he said.

Carter's life has changed considerably during the past two years, as he has moved from high school football to the pressures of performing at Notre Dame and following in the footsteps of numerous famous running backs.

"We just want to go out and take it to them... show them we are the better team"

If you're lucky enough to have Sugar Bowl tickets but can't find a room in New Orleans, stop worrying. We've got plenty of rooms on the Mississippi Gulf Coast. We're only sixty miles from New Orleans — a straight shot into the Superdome on New Year's Day. And a room here won't cost you an arm and a leg.

We've got twenty-six miles of sugar white beaches. Fresh seafood. Championship golf courses. And New Year's Eve parties that last till dawn.

So combine your Sugar Bowl holiday with a vacation on the Mississippi Gulf Coast. We're warming up a welcome just for you.

Call for reservation information:
601-388-8000 or contact your travel agent.
Wake Up!

Irish coach Digger Phelps bombard his team with instructions on the bench during last night's game against TCU. (photo by John Macorf)

Belles (continued from page 19)

Maureen King paced the Belles with twenty points and eleven rebounds, followed by Ann Armstrong with seventeen points and six assists. Mary Pat Sittlington pulled down eleven rebounds, and Tracy Hargreaves added seven assists. Glenda Snyder was high scorer for Valparaiso with eighteen.

Fieldhouse to close

University plans call for tearing down the old Fieldhouse and leaving an open area in its place. According to the "master plan" of the University, "the Fieldhouse would logically be torn down in the fall of 1982," according to Donald Dedrick, Director of the Physical Plant. "The basic conception from the administration is for that to be an open area," said Paul Riehle, student body president. "The Fieldhouse is structurally sound," said Dedrick, "but obviously there has been little maintenance because the University does not envision having the fieldhouse stay." The Art Department, which now occupies the Fieldhouse, will move to Nieuwland Science Hall which will be available because of the completion of the Stepan Science Center in December of 1981. — The Observer

Los Angeles

(continued from page 20)

no plans to do it this weekend. They'll be ready for us, and it will take a super effort on our part to win the game.

The Trojans will be without the services of starting senior quarterback Gordon Adams as well as junior tailback Marcus Allen who picked up right where 1979 Heisman Trophy winner Charles White left off. Allen ran up 1,563 yards through the UCLA contest, but an injury to his left eye should force him to the sidelines for tomorrow's game.

Meanwhile, the Irish should field the same lineup that they showed just two weeks ago against Air Force. Freshman quarterback Blair Keil will knock heads with another youngster in the Trojan backfield, sophomore quarterback Scott Timmer, who will sub for Adams.

"They are good, and we are good," smiled Devine as he returned to his seat. "I think the winner will be — "

Devine was unable to finish his prediction because the pilot interrupted with a description of the Wallahoochie River that passed just below.

The team practiced at Los Angeles Valley Junior College yesterday afternoon, and will work out at the Los Angeles Coliseum today. Tonight the team will be treated to a special preview showing of "Flash Gordon" at Universal Studios.

But the chain of events will not end with tomorrow's showdown. On Sunday, the Irish will be the guests of Disneyland in nearby Anaheim. Then on Monday morning, the team will return to Universal Studios for breakfast and a Studio tour. All-American seniors Scott Zettek and Scully may have to miss the tour, however. They'll be tied up with the filming of the Bob Hope Christmas special.

The Irish finally will return to South Bend Monday evening, with the buses scheduled to arrive at the main circle a little after 9 p.m.

Jim Monaghan Welcomes THE FIGHTING IRISH OF NOTRE DAME To New Orleans for SUGAR BOWL ’81

Molly’s at the Market

1107 Decatur Street
New Orleans, La.
— Breakfast Anytime
— Super Omelets, Burgers, Ribs
— Complete Meals Anytime
— Lovely Patio Dining

DO IT ON DECATUR STREET

The Best Local Bars:
— Molly’s at the Market
— 1107 Decatur
— Bonaparte’s Retreat (Corby’s South)
— 1007 Decatur Street
— Backstage Bar (The Irish Inn)
— 1109 Decatur Street
— The Abbey
— 1123 Decatur Street

Please come and have a great time on Decatur St.: THE FIGHTING IRISH SUGAR BOWL HEADQUARTERS GO IRISH — BEAT GEORGIA!
NOTICES

Used and Out-of-print books bought, sold, searched. ERASMUS BOOKS 10-11:30 -3:00, M-F. Call 288-9655 or visit.

SPORTS BRIEFS

Only 100 Sugar Bowl ticket reservations remained for distribution Tuesday morning. To complete an application with their identification and credit card information, students must go to the Notre Dame Sugar Bowl basketball tournament and will be the first away from home for the Belles this season. Frankenstein dismisses the idea that his team could "courageous" this year, but St. Mary's coach Jerry Dallefoss shows no concern.

The St. Mary's basketball team insured its winning ways Wednesday night with a strong 65-57 victory over Valparaiso, and now boasts an undefeated 2-0 record against tonight's opponent, Franklin College. The Belles face Tri-State University tomorrow night. Hopefully, a student who ordered a ticket is responsible for picking up that ticket. No exception to this procedure will be permitted.

Lose/Found

Last! A post of women's broken-

Pristine, found at the door of the Science Center, 289-6999. If no one claims, it will be turned over to the views, should be horsed green strips and all self

For Rent

WSU BLDG.

 cyclist, 20th Street, 1-3 am, m & f, m-fr, available. Call 291-6111 or 291-7283.

Dining Hall and Grace Hall, 12-18-80.

1:00, 8-9:00.

Monday through Friday, 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. - but all must be in by Friday, Dec. 6.

For Sale

NEED ROOMMATES! CARRIE, CHERYL, MONICA, SHARON, and the rest of the Belles. Why help me celebrate my B- day on Monday. You've heard of the Birthday Scream. Now the Birthday Scream is gone. Love, Kotle, M.J., Once again, Hong In there, Keara. (why else?)


UNCYMYPJN: Happy 21 still Your day was to be in Baroque. But now, who cares? Happy 21 still. Your day was to be in Baroque. But now, who cares?

M pleasant finals week, please, productive finals week, please, a simple, peaceful holiday. A pleasant finals week, please, productive finals week, please, a simple, peaceful holiday. A pleasant finals week, please, productive finals week, please, a simple, peaceful holiday. A pleasant finals week, please, productive finals week, please, a simple, peaceful holiday. A pleasant finals week, please, productive finals week, please, a simple, peaceful holiday.

BASKETBALL GAME PLEASE DON'T WASTE MY TIME. I'M SICK OF PARIAHSL! ND APARTMENT...IF DISLOCATED COEDS WANT TO MOVE FOR TRASH CAN PUNCH. BLOCK LEATHER REQUIRED.

WINNING ways for Bell's hoops

by David Wilson

Sports Writer
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Deaf TCU
Irish warm up for Indiana with Frogs

by Michael Olenik
Sports Writer

It wasn't Notre Dame's most impressive performance this year, but Irish coach Digger Phelps took advantage of his team's 79-65 victory over Horned Frogs by experimenting with some of his bench players and defenses in preparation for next week's clash with Big Ten power Indiana.

Forward Kelly Tripucka paced the Irish for the second consecutive game by connecting for 22 points and pulling down 10 rebounds in his best all-around performance. "I think this was Tim's best game under control here at Notre Dame. He gave us nine good minutes," said Devine when pressed to comment on tomorrow's opponent.

"I knew they would be big and strong. I also knew we would have a lot of difficulty trying to control the boards. Our biggest problem was getting the ball inside too much in the first half. There was nothing we could do once they got the ball inside," said Jeck Logan and sophomores Rex Wolfe and Gerry Vagnon, who helped the United flight's pilot absorb some Irish spirit during the flight's end.

Although somewhat unpopular with the crowd, the offense seemed to take shape as the game wound down, as the Irish in­creased an 11 point lead with two minutes remaining to 16 by game's end.

After the game, TCU coach Jim Killiongworth related his views of Notre Dame's style. "I knew they would be big and strong. I also knew we would have a lot of difficulty trying to control the boards. Our biggest problem was getting the ball inside too much in the first half. There was nothing we could do once they got the ball inside," said Jeck Logan and sophomores Rex Wolfe and Gerry Vagnon, who helped the United flight's pilot absorb some Irish spirit during the flight's end.

"I knew they would be big and strong. I also knew we would have a lot of difficulty trying to control the boards. Our biggest problem was getting the ball inside too much in the first half. There was nothing we could do once they got the ball inside," said Jeck Logan and sophomores Rex Wolfe and Gerry Vagnon, who helped the United flight's pilot absorb some Irish spirit during the flight's end.

Three players are tied for a lead in Notre Dame scoring. Junior Jeff Logan and sophomores Rex Wolfe and Jeff Browder, who picked up one pick on the Michigan State game and total 13. Browder and Bill Rohn lead in goal scoring with eight each. "The Horner Frogs were paced by hot-shooting Darrel Browder, whose unique jumpshot entered the record books Sunday. On the other hand, the Frogs had to absorb By flight's end.

Steelers fall 6-0
One for the Oilers' Barn

H O U S T O N (AP) — Tony Fritsch redeemed himself with a second half field goal of 37 and 53 as the Houston Oilers scored a 6-0 NFL victory over turnover-prone Pittsburgh last night and all but wrote an end to the playoff hopes of the defending champion Steelers.

Pittsburgh, giving the ball away five costly times — three on Terry Bradshaw interceptions and two on Franco Harris fumbles — fell to 8-6, as its hopes of a fifth Super Bowl ring ("One for the Thumb") were virtually crushed by the Oilers swarming defense.

Houston has last the last two American Conference cham­pions for the Oilers.

Rainy day greets Irish in California

by Beth Hoffman
Sports Editor

LOS ANGELES — The Notre Dame football team went on its way to play the most important game of the 1980 season yesterday. "But we would have you know it," said Devine when pressed to comment on tomorrow's opponent. "The Circle, a Division II independent, will enter the Central Collegiate Hockey Association next year on a probationary basis when it moves to the Division I level."

Coach John Kantanski's club brings a 9-0-0 record into the series after sweeping Wisconsin River Falls last weekend, 7-4 in overtime.

"It wasn't the prettiest win we have ever had," said Irish coach Lefty Smith. "But it was a win. That was sure a relief after going so long at home without a victory."

"Now it is a matter of con­tinuing improvement. We moved the puck a little better in both zones. We turned the ball over and that was a little encouraging. But we still have a way to go," said Smith.

The Circle, a Division II independent, will enter the Central Collegiate Hockey Association next year on a probationary basis when it moves to the Division I level. "The Circle, a Division II independent, will enter the Central Collegiate Hockey Association next year on a probationary basis when it moves to the Division I level."
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